Introduction
On the 21 May 2016, the actress Gillian Anderson retweeted a fan-made poster that depicted her as the next Bond. Anderson paid tribute to the anonymous creator and captioned the 2 image: 'It's Bond, Jane Bond'. The image itself is arresting, with Anderson looking coolly beautiful against a backdrop of the famous Bond gun-barrel shot; it was retweeted over 14,000 times and liked more than double that amount. Within days, both social and mainstream media were debating the merits of a female Bond in general and Anderson in particular. The debate over who should play the next Bond is one that comes around roughly once a decade, and has been particularly prominent as the Daniel Craig era draws to a close.
What is more notable this time around is that there has been a greater emphasis on calls for diversity and an enthusiastic advocating of candidates who break the traditional mould: Idris Elba has long been a fan favourite to take over the role. But alongside the calls for colourblind casting are also the calls for gender-blind casting. The idea of a female character of the same abilities and stature as James Bond is a compelling one and so 'Jane Bond' has been seized upon by fans, theorists and commentators alike. But there have been some voices of dissent. The Telegraph journalist Tim Stanley (2016) argues that,
The tag line on the Fleming paperbacks read: "James Bond: The man every man wants to be and every woman wants between her sheets". He's Lancelot, Siegfried, Mike Hammer. He's a man. You could turn him into a woman but it would be an entirely different film cycle. And I suspect no one would go to see it. (Stanley 2016) Rather than commenting on the character or social mores of a text, as much gender-blind casting does, the thesis here is that a female Bond would be little more than a gimmick and detract from the character's mythology, rather than add to it. The solution to this is put forward by Catherine Shoard writing in the Guardian in May 2016: instead of simply 'transferring unreconstructed attributes from one sex to another' we should look for new and original heroines. 3 And that is where this article comes in: if we want a female action heroine who is powerful, capable, independent, intelligent, comes with a rounded and fascinating back-story, and whose men folk are largely defined in relation to her and not the other way around, then we already have her. And have had her since 1963. She is a multicultural, multilingual personality with a media presence that spans film, television, radio, novels and comic-strips.
Her name is Modesty Blaise. The aims of this article are threefold: to provide an overview of the Modesty Blaise oeuvre; to explore some of the liminal spaces that Modesty occupies; and to question why, despite her longevity and the richness of the source material, there has not been a sustained cinema franchise. This may, in part, be due to the critical and commercial failure of the 1966 Joseph Losey film, which remains the only big-screen adaptation of the stories. The recent increase in films centring on female action stars, however, indicates a potentially more positive reception for an independent female operative. 
An Absence of Modesty
If we look through the canon of espionage it is a notably male-dominated arena, with the majority of critical discussion revolving around Bond, George Smiley, Harry Palmer and their male creators ˗ Ian Fleming, John Le Carré, Len Deighton. When women in the spy world are discussed, the focus is almost exclusively on Bond Girls and the high-kicking ladies of The Avengers (TV, 1961-9) . Despite her longevity, her popularity and, quite frankly, her kick-ass-ness, Modesty Blaise rarely gets a mention. She is present in the academic canon, but largely on the fringes and it is often the Losey film more than Modesty herself which is the subject of the discussion. Rosie White's influential book, Violent Femmes (2007) , is one of the few works that takes an extended look at Modesty Blaise and her world.
Articles by Colin Gardner (2009) and Robbie Goh (1999) provide sustained discussions and analysis of Modesty in a variety of socio-political contexts, but these focused examinations are the exception rather than the rule. There are fleeting mentions of the film as one of the many pop-art, sub-Bond films that appeared in the 1960s. She is noticeably absent as even a passing mention as cultural context in Saints and Avengers: British Adventure Series of the 1960s (Chapman 2002) and is an even odder absence in British Comics: A Cultural History (Chapman 2011 (Craig and Cadogan 1981) , for example, she is dismissed as 'a sexual object'. (White 2007 :69) This view of Modesty Blaise as simply being a poor imitation of James Bond, and a female one at that, is ironic, perhaps, considering the growing number of female action heroes and the gathering momentum behind female actors being cast in iconic, traditionally male roles such as Doctor Who. There are arguments, especially when looking at the comic strips, that Modesty can be seen purely as a fantasy figure (although, so is Bond) for male readers. However, as an independently wealthy young woman who is both a successful entrepreneur and sexually empowered, she chimes with the emerging modern girl of the 1960s and potentially even 'might be said to prefigure Thatcher herself: the self-made powerful woman who determines policy and dictates this to men' (Goh 1999: 42) . It is possibly this aspect of independence and 7 empowerment that make Modesty so appealing to a female audience and while the novels frequently dwell on her physicality (and the comic strips can be almost fetishistic in their depiction of her 2 ), the emphasis is placed on her capabilities as an operative.
The novels also situate her more firmly in the tradition of espionage, specifically
British espionage. And while many recognisable tropes remain in situ ˗ exotic locations, irredeemably evil villains, threats to British national security, sex and glamour ˗ O'Donnell creates a far more sophisticated structure of relationships and alliances that blur received notions of British character and heroism, as well as post-Imperial and post-colonial power balances.
A Very British Heroism
The dominant mode of British spy fiction was established early on, alongside the emergence of the real world intelligence services (Trotter 1991: 30) . as Jeffry Richards argues, the films offer a justification of the British empire, not through politics or economics, but through valorising the supposedly superior British national character which is partially defined as working to preserve 'law, order and justice for love of those qualities' (Richards 1997: 40) .
These codes of behaviour, and maintenance of the ideals that reaffirm British superiority, are then imported into the spy canon. Crucially, there is the implicit 8 understanding that the British spy is male and that he comes exclusively from the ranks of the privileged upper classes:
[T]here can be no fear in the mind of the reader that they will be tempted by the lures of city vice or socialism, or be other than deeply loyal to class, country, and king. (Stafford 1981: 503) The concept of Britishness is, therefore, constructed as the unchanging central component of the defenders of British interests. To be foreign is immediately to be suspect and to be working class immediately raises the possibility of socialist leanings. To be female is not even countenanced.
The villains against whom the heroes are ranged are then defined by their 'otherness'
and a clear structure of binary oppositions is set up that works to maintain the superiority of the British agent:
The Villain is born in an ethnic area that stretches from Central Europe to the Slav countries and to the Mediterranean basin: usually he is of mixed blood and his origins are complex and obscure. (Eco 1979: 151) Significantly, this complexity and obscurity of the villain are traits shared by Modesty Blaise herself: she is marked as different not only by her sex, but also her ethnicity. Within the traditional world of British spy fiction she is, from the start, a problematic figure, with both her femininity and her foreignness marking her as unreliable: more an exotic and duplicitous Mata Hari than a stoically British Edith Cavell. James Bond, the character with whom
Modesty is most frequently compared, is the Son of Empire, bearing all of the traits of the The novels also emphasise the slight accent in her spoken English that serves as a reminder of her inherent 'foreign-ness'. In conventional spy fiction, these factors would all relegate
Modesty to secondary status. Bond girls exist purely because Bond does and even The Avengers women are usually described as sidekicks and are always seen in relation to John
Steed. But Modesty is the focus; there are no stories without her.
Her constant companion, however, is a man ˗ Willie Garvin. And ordinarily, Willie would be the central hero: as a character, he is fully equipped to play the role and with a back-story as convoluted as Modesty's own, he could easily be the next soul-searching yet rugged hero that any actor could desire. Willie's (at best) working class origins also mark him out as 'Other' in the world of British spy fiction. The late 1950s saw the emergence of literature that gave a voice to working class characters and this would develop as a dominant trend in the 1960s as the upper-class heroes and role-models of old were replaced actors, musicians, models and photographers whose working-class backgrounds became cool. Before then, however, the working classes were largely marginalised and excluded in representational practice. Some of the contradictions that Rosie White identifies are apparent here: Willie is a man's man and becomes something of the yardstick, as it were, against which to measure Modesty. Willie is routinely shown to have a physical prowess and ability with constructing and using weapons that make him a superior example of the warrior male; however, he is also independently-minded and over the course of the first novel, spy-boss Sir Gerald Tarrant is delighted to discover that Willie is also well-read, well-informed, knowledgeable about wine and has decided opinions on the respective merits of Mozart and Shostakovich. Willie Garvin is a paragon and yet Modesty stands above even him: she is better than a man. Yet, she still has to remain, in O'Donnell's words, 'fully feminine'. The latter attribute is immediately apparent in the Losey film, where Monica Vitti's glamour is at the forefront. When we are first introduced to the film version of Modesty, she is stretched languorously in bed in a fully automated apartment; the ensuing theme song concludes that she is 'the perfect mistress of her part/and the perfect mistress too'. The film's final image of her is of a romanticised,
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Orientalist exoticism, dressed in the flowing Arab robes in true Lawrence of Arabia-style, but with the added eye make-up of Cleopatra. This in itself is a duality: the other women in the Arab encampment are in black, with their faces covered, whereas Modesty's face is visible and the garb she is wearing is a man's. In between, the martial capabilities that are a defining characteristic of Modesty in the novels and comic-strips are not particularly evident.
Similarly, the film also reduces the Blaise/Garvin relationship to a romantic one: they reflect on the possibilities of their partnership, unexpectedly, in song and later decide to get married. The attitude of superiority of the British Establishment displayed by Tarrant and even more so by the Minister is, perhaps, not an entirely appropriate attitude given the slow collapse of the British Empire that was all but complete by the time that the film was released. The
Minister, self-congratulatory about the perceived failings of the independent Arab state, reflects an idea that the Imperial project had been not just beneficial and benevolent, but necessary to the democratic and economic development of countries beyond Europe. His evident stance is undermined by the playing of the scene itself, as it carries the underlying implications that it is the 'centre' that is now obsolete and the 'other', in the person of Modesty, that is in the ascendant. This rather patronising attitude towards Modesty and the former colonies is carried through to the meeting with Sheik Abu Tahir himself.
As she is escorted through a grand London hotel, Modesty is given a lesson on how to conduct herself with the Sheik and his entourage:
Tarrant: I don't know how much you know of Arab etiquette, but the thing to avoid above all is familiarity. These chaps are as proud as Lucifer and a woman amongst Muslims must be particularly careful. It could be argued that the depiction of Arab culture in the film is essentialist with its emphasis on an exoticised and romanticised 'Orientalism'; however, in a film that takes highcamp and satire as its performance register, the exaggerated depiction of the Sheik does not seem out of place. The mix of art film and populist genre piece results in a tonally uneven film that offers up even more fluidity and instability around character than the source material. It is, perhaps, for these reasons, that in terms of discussing Modesty Blaise within the academic canon, Losey's film arguably attracts the majority of the (admittedly slim)
writings.
Gardner's focus on the 1966 Modesty Blaise in relation to two other cold war-era thrillers, The Damned (Losey, 1962) and Funeral in Berlin (Hamilton, 1968) , explore the common thematic concerns of the trio, which are all scripted by the Jamaican poet, playwright and screenwriter, Evan Jones. Jones' initial script for Modesty Blaise used the character as 'a vehicle for some well pointed ideological critique of the macho and amoral cliche ś of the espionage genre as well as cold war politics as a whole' (Gardner 2006: 181) .
The taut, narratively concise script that Jones delivered was then largely re-written by Losey and the whole enterprise transformed into a spectacle of baroque camp. When it was presented at Cannes, Losey claimed that he wanted to make the film that would end all of the James Bond-esque films. Apparently, however, he had only seen one half of one Bond film (Crowther 1966) . The elaborate aesthetics and the 'avalanche of visual puns' (Gardner 2008: 181) that dominate the film's stylistics sit awkwardly with a story that, at heart, is a straight- Young, 1963) . Far from being a match between two professionals, the audience is treated to some uncomfortable grappling that is enhanced by grunts and heavy breathing that were clearly added in post-production. It is possible that the approach is deliberate and that Losey's intent is to mock the sort of fetishised engagements mentioned in the previous examples; but as the film veers so wildly between parody, satire 18 and conventional thriller, it is almost impossible to construct a satisfactory spectatorial framework. What the film does set up is a series of doubles and substitutions that offer a far more complex, reflexive reading than the quasi-surrealist visuals initially indicate.
Admittedly, the underlying logic is not made manifest and the reasons behind some of the doubling-up is bewildering: why, for example, Clive Revill plays both Sheik Abu Tahir 
Looking Out for a Hero(ine)
Modesty's gender and her sexuality have always been a component of the material, but one that is knowingly deployed. Despite the fact that she has been, as Rosie White identifies, dismissed as a sexual object, the novels position Modesty as sexually active and sexually desiring, with her wants being the determining factor and not the other way around. She enjoys sex on her own terms and there is a refreshing lack of judgement around Modesty's approach to her sexual relationships. This is extended to Modesty's approach to nudity as something that is natural and she is free from any embarrassment (it is the reason her mentor, Lob, in the refugee camps began jokingly calling her Modesty). Her retention of both that name and her own attitudes underline the idea that there is nothing inherently immodest about nudity, but that the sexualisation of it is a societal construct. It is a construct, however, that Modesty is happy to exploit: one of her trademark moves is 'The Nailer' whereby she strips to the waist before walking bare-breasted into a roomful of heavies. Their stunned reaction earns her enough time to beat them up. Although, as nudity becomes mainstream, it doesn't always stun quite enough as she and Willie ruefully acknowledge in a sequence from the strip 'The Reluctant Chaperone ' (1975): 20 Willie: Funny… But last time you worked that dodge a couple of years back you got a five second freeze ˗ tonight it was only three.
Modesty: Must be all these sex films, Willie… They're making The Nailer obsolete.
Willie: We could appeal to the unions, maybe?
The gender and socio-political contexts of the original strips and novels have certainly
shifted, yet this is a character whose final adventure was published in the Standard as late as with Billion Dollar Brain (1967) proving unpopular with both critics and audiences. There is also, however, the very real possibility that an action thriller stripped of parody and irony and focusing on a female protagonist was simply not something that was seen as being a viable cinematic commodity; without a protecting layer of satire and stylized aesthetics, Modesty was, perhaps, too provocative and unruly a figure to be contained by the cinema screen.
However, the fact is that Modesty is not the only sidelined figure in contemporary media, and many choices around which character is foregrounded, particularly in cinema, have more to do with commerce and the perceived tastes of audiences, rather than a reflection of current trends. A 2016 interview with director Shane Black (Ryan 2016) This largely antiquated, gender-divided approach to merchandising would explain, for example, why Disney initially had "no plans for Leia products at the Disney store" or why they sold a women's "I Need a Hero" shirt and a men's "Be a Hero" shirt, or why Zoe Saldana's character Gamora was missing from the Guardians of the Galaxy female-led action films does seem to be more viable than it was even five years ago, yet many of these stories still revolve around heightened stylistic, fetishised sexuality and ultraviolence. The appetite, however, for female-centric stories, is demonstrably there and even more than that is the existence of female characters who fulfil all the contemporary requirements for psychological complexity and character-driven narrative. We do not need a re-write of James Bond into a female version of the role; rather, what we need is lot more
Modesty.
